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Sea of flames analysis

In the novel, peaches symbolize safety and security. When Marie-Laure and her father finally arrive in Saint-Malo after a long and dangerous journey, they are hungry and exhausted. Madame Manec offers them canned peaches to eat, which symbolizes the fact that they have finally arrived somewhere where they can feel safe and fed. Years later, after Werner shoots von Rumpel and Marie-Laure they can
finally leave the attic, Werner and Marie-Laure eat peaches to preserve together. The peaches reappear shows that they obtained at least temporary security, so did Marie-Laure and her father. Peaches are also a key symbol because they are a pretty humble household item that are becoming an incredible luxury for people who have been deprived of everything. This symbolism shows how war and
tragedy turn worldly pleasures into wonderful luxury. Peaches also carry important symbolism because they are preserved and preserved, revealing how precious things can be preserved and protected even during dangerous times. The Sea of Flames symbolizes the human desire for power and control. According to legend, the prince who confiscated the diamond became obsessed with the power and
status he conferred on it. Even after rumors of curse began to circulate, people still wanted the diamond because they wanted to feel invincible and were willing to risk the associated suffering for incredible power. The curse associated with the diamond is an important part of symbolism, because it implies that power always comes with consequences and corruption. Von Rumpel's desire to obtain the
diamond shows his desire for power and control – especially his power over his own mortality. When Werner and Marie-Laure decide not to take the diamond with them when they flee Saint-Malo, they reveal that they have different values and stand in contrast to von Rumpel. They have seen the consequences for people who choose to pursue power, and this goal does not interest them. So Marie-Laure
abandons an invaluable diamond in favor of a peaceful life. The Book of America's Birds, Birds of America, symbolizes Werner's kindness and gentle affection for Frederick. When Werner is a boy and goes to visit Frederick's house in Berlin, Frederick shows him a beautiful copy of the book, which is his prized possession. Like Werner, Frederick has a good heart and loves to learn. Werner wishes Frederick
could pursue his ambition to study birds instead of being forced to train to be a soldier. After Frederick is beaten and suffers brain damage, Werner is tormented with guilt for not being able to protect his friend. When entering The House of Mary-Laure in Saint-Malo, Werner finds a copy of the same book, which symbolizes how the same goodness that drew him to Frederick is also what compels him to help
Even with his own life in danger, Werner puts a page of the book aside to send to Frederick. Although this page only arrives decades later, she that Werner was always good at heart and never stopped wanting to help people. Although he failed to protect Frederick, he later succeeded in life in protecting Marie-Laure. LitCharts assigns a color and icon to each theme in All the Light We Cannot See, which
you can use to track themes throughout the work. World War II, the Nazis, and the French resistance interconnecting and separating Fate, Duty, and Free Will Science and Ways to see the more sentimental, the better, reflect Werner, the child albino child wonder in the surprise bestseller Anthony Doerr, All The Light We Can's Can See. Here, as in war, Werner chooses the wrong side. Sentimentalism is a
powerful and inexpensive smoke screen. It shelters us from the dam on deeper emotions and spares us their ethical implications. Replaces surfaces with depths, and brightness for complexity. A failure of taste is always an ethical failure, too. Doerr's novel, for those who spent the past few months in a concrete bunker, is the impeccably implausible story of two children caught up in the violence of World
War II. One of them is Werner, who, being an albino, is a preternatural talented at assembling radios. His paramour, Marie-Laure, is a blind French girl who, being blind and French, is prone to vague musings on the wonders of nature. The Nazis, who are beautiful and dastardly when they are not crippled and human, attribute Werner to the task of hunting down the hidden radios of the Resistance.
Members of the Resistance, who are more interested in French recipes than French resistance, hide a radio transmitter in the house where Marie-Laure is evicted, in the seaside town of Saint-Malo, which is attractive. The plot grinds towards the meeting between Werner and Marie-Laure with the subtlety of a Tiger tank. The story ends with several detonations of sea explosives and twee feeling. The
blonde leads the blind: Werner leads Marie through the rubble to safety, but dies tinged on a land mine. After enduring so many of Werner's trivial reflections, we are spared his final thoughts. They might resemble those of the reader, trying to identify fragments of real history as they whizz past as so much fictional shrapnel. A novel is not a historical document, but it becomes one, regardless of the
preference of its author. Our entertainment reflects their times: we choose to remember historical events and prefer to remember them. Especially when the worst of times, World War II, becomes material for the lightest entertainment. Historians call this type of normalization thing, or, if they are German, Vergangenheitsbewältigung, come to terms with the past. Through books and movies, we process the
exceptional and traumatic in the banal and easily diverted. In a new book, Hi The Nazi past is normalized in contemporary culture, the scholar Gavriel Rosenfeld describes a dispiriting catalogue of normalization, political and commercial strategies. Normalization integral part of memory and is always with us: the term Holocaust was popularized not by historians, but by a 1978 television series sown by
James Woods and Meryl Streep. That said, the popularity of cat sites that look like Hitler suggests that what matters is less normalization, and more is done. Rosenfeld identifies three types of normalization: relativization, universalization and aesthetics. Relativists want to diminish the moralistic aura that comes with the exceptionality, the stain of particularly appalling actions. Recent practitioners include not
only obvious nationalist politicians, but also writers who, like Anthony Doerr, equate Allied bombing of German targets with previous German bombing of everyone else. In Air War and Literature (1999), W.G. Sebald described Allied raids with a Nazi term for the mass murder of Jews: a Vernichtungsaktion, an act of extermination. Similarly, Jörg Friedrich's 2002 bestseller The Fire used Holocaust
terminology to describe the suffering of German civilians: air raid shelters became crematoriums. Universalizers want to inflate the aura of exceptionality and issue it as a license for current ambitions, especially humanitarian intervention. In her 1999 account To Suffer by Comparison, Samantha Power suggested that the Holocaustization, the drawing of analogies to the Holocaust, helped shake the
conscience of American politicians during the Yugoslav Civil War and the Rwandan Genocide. But The Power also saw that Holocaustization could be counter-productive. Holocaust analogies did not force the Clinton administration to intervene in Rwanda or after Srebrenica. Analogies could, however, attract a reaction from those who believe in the uniqueness of the Holocaust, and may even encourage
passivity: Compared to the Holocaust, every humanitarian crisis could look not so bad after all. The third circle of the normalization of hell is reserved for aestheticians. The West, Rosenfeld writes, has a tradition that historical events should be described from a realistic perspective. Realism respects the prevailing desire to preserve the integrity of historical registration. This desire has clear moral
foundations, even if, as with many of our moral foundations, we respect the principle in its violation. Many of these gaps are inspired by another tradition, more recent in origin, but now familiar to the point of tedium: the revolt against realism and its ethical implications. If the past can be shorn of its historical reality, it sheds its historical traditions, as well as the ethical demands that they put on the present.
Not all relativists set out to neutralize the past. Many relativists adopt new forms of representation in the hope of expressing more moral agendas Sometimes I touch them. Chaplin and Mel Brooks prick the vanities of Nazism with ridicule. The fractured narrative of Elem Klimov's 1985 film Come and See is a recreation of a child's trauma in the path of Blitzkreig.For Rosenfeld, all three forms of normalization
distort historical record. However, aesthetics is particularly risky. It is less about the moral dimensions of the past than about the artistic challenges of representing it. There is an inherent risk of sacrificing the substance for superficiality - to fall for surfaces over depth, and for simplicity over complexity. Over time, this preference for shape over content clears in the past. Willful amnesia of normalization
smooths out abnormal memory discomfort. Only beautiful and reflective surfaces remain. Beauty, Wrote Oscar Wilde, reveals everything because it expresses nothing. Doerr's novel is an unpleasant mixture of relativization and aesthetics. As a relativizer, he presents all violence, Nazi or allied, as equivalent: the product of amoral, deterministic forces. This mechanization might mistellthe the moral meaning,
but it elevates the aesthetic value. As an aesthetician, Doerr admires shiny boots and tailored uniforms: Fascism, according to Susan Sontag, always fascinates. There is, however, a little depth of his reflections. Ethical dilemmas, sadistic violence, technological cruelty and sexy uniforms are splendid sources of period style and emotional intensity. But, like the rations of coffee ersatz and powdered egg,
these are ready-made substitutes for real work. Realism brings us closer to the past, and to an understanding of its difference. Aesthetic perspective distances and flattens the difference. Instead of horror or heroism, we see only a lazy reflection of our preferences and prejudices. Doerr's German children speak like modern American children: they do math on their fingers and call each other gimp or.
Doerr's narrator talks about skunk wine and taffy hair. The difference between past and present has disappeared. Moreover, Doerr's writing is pompous, pretentious and imprecise. Each noun is escorted by an adjective of reliable but uninspired quality. The eyes are wounded. Brown hair is mousy. Absurdly, Wehrmacht recruits are greyhounds, harvested from all over the nation for their speed and desire to
obey. I always thought greyhounds were raised, not collected like fruit. But then, I'm not a scientist. And neither does Doerr. He agglomerates his novel with technological whims about time, speed and connection. Each event, especially a fatal one, is intended for reasons too mysterious and complex to explain. Science is an object of wonder, but its merits remain beyond description, revered but
incommunicable. Incommunicable, Sartre observed, is the source of all violence. There's a lot of violence in this novel. Most of it is sexualized and sadistic, slick with the voyeurism of horror movies and pornography. Trapped in a bridge for a few days, Marie-Laure is tormented by or her impending murder at the hands of the man who entered the ground floor; Exterior Exterior War machine approaching,
grinding and grinding his inhuman truth into the floor. The boys at Werner's military academy pursued their weakest members in the field, then beat them with a thick rubber hose. The narrative comforts the monstrous implementation of punishment - black, three meters long, stiff in the cold - and savoures the pain it causes. When the boys discover that Frederick the dreamer has hidden his weak vision,
they forcely feed him the diagrams of his eyes, then beat him in a vegetative state. There are simulated executions, and the ritual killing of a Slavic prisoner, who is bound to a stake and freezes to death after dousing repeated in cold water. Did I tell you about Doerr's Sea of Flames? Apart from being a Wagnerian metaphor, the Sea of Flames is a diamond with magical powers. Maria Laure's father must
hide it from the evil Nazi jeweler, Sergeant von Rumpel. We know he's diabolical because he goes limping, he hisses a lot and he has uncharitable thoughts about Jews. Sergeant Rumpel is not the only villain who has telegraphed his wickedness through his ugliness. There is the one-handed sadist who conducts exercises at Werner's military academy, the cock-eyed soldier who follows only orders, and
the French collaborator with bad breath and a weight problem. Eye problems, on the other hand, indicate virtue in Doerr's aesthetics, but also the kind of torments that stigmatization foreshadows for a medieval saint. Apart from the blind Marie-Laure, the only child with conscience is Frederick. He is pulped by his fellow candidates for hiding his myopia, and Marie gets bombarded by the Americans. When
World War II is reduced to a conflict between technological determinism and innocent children, the difference between aggressors and defenders is erased. We see no harm, just normalized reflections in the Sea of Flames. Sometimes aesthetics is just an anesthetic. Anesthesia.
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